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ABSTRACT 

This report describes the capabilites and input data requirements of the data 

processing program RECONS-1 which can be used as a stand-alone code, or as a 

module of an overall reactor calculational package, to generate microscopic and 

macroscopic few-group LWR assembly (nodal) cross section data from a 

pretabulated library of quadratic polynomials. RECONS-1 is intended for 

applications in which a microscopic reactor depletion model is adopted. The 

polynomial library is required to have a specific format which is designed to 

represent assembly data as a function of the physical conditions to be encountered 

during the normal operating history of an LWR. These conditions include the 

global reactor soluble boron concentration (for PWRs), the local exposure, average 

fuel temperature and average moderator density of each assembly/node. Provision 

is also made for adjustments to the nodewise cross sections to account for the 

presence of control rod clusters and/or the withdrawal of removable burnable 

absorber rods at any point during the operating history of a reactor. All these 

facilities as well as others which might be incorporated by the user of RECONS-1 

are discussed in some detail. Possible future enhancements are also discussed. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The application of advanced nodal diffusion methods to the in-core physics 

analysis of light water reactors (LWRs) has become quite common in recent 
2-4 years. A basic requirement for the efficient utilization of these methods is 

that a fast and accurate method be available during reactor calculations to 

determine the neutron cross section data for each node, whilst taking full 

account of the impact of changing core conditions (state parameters) on the 

nodal cross sections. Clearly, such an on-line task is practical only if use is 

made of pretabulated cross section data parameterized as functions of the usual 

state parameters such as exposure, fuel temperature, etc. Typically, the nodal 

cross section data is defined as assembly-average data derived (at the 

pretabulation stage) from the results of single-assembly (zero-leakage) 

spectrum/depletion calculations. 

There are two alternatives for representing the pretabulated data, namely as 

multidimensional tables with which some interpolation formulae are to be used, 

or as polynomials obtained by means of a least squares fitting procedure (or 

some other means) from which the cross sections corresponding to specific state 

parameters can then be readily reconstructed. The polynomial representation 

has the advantage of being less computer storage intensive and thus has the 

potential for greater efficiency. 

Another factor which greatly influences the economy of on-line nodal c oss 

section preparation is the reactor depletion model. If a macrocopic depletion 

model is chosen, then the nuclide depletion equations are not solved during the 

global reactor calculations but use is made of macroscopic (mixture) cross 

sections parameterized as functions of exposure and other state parameters. 

(However, those isotopes or materials which are important for criticality and 



power feedback calculations are usually treated explicitly, and hence their 

microscopic cross sections are functionalized.) While this approach may be 

more economical than a microscopic reactor depletion model, which requires 

more tabulated data and the solution of the nuclide depletion equations for 

each spatial node during a reactor calculation, it is potentially less accurate 

and demands a more complicated procedure for parameterizing the nodal cross 

sections since exposure history effects must be accounted for and represented in 
A 7 

the final data library. ~ Moreover, rather sophisticated methods (e.g. see 

Ref. 6) may have to be implemented in nodal codes to account for exposure 

history and spectral interaction at assembly (node) interfaces if one wishes to 

preserve the accuracy potential (including pin power reconstruction) of these 

methods. Although the choice between a macroscopic or microscopic reactor 

depletion model is not clear-cut and could be debated on many points, there 

appears to be a trend in modern nodal approaches toward microscopic 

formulations. 

In this report, a FORTRAN code for reconstructing cross section data from a 

library of polynomial coefficients consistent with a microscopic depletion model 

is described. In its present form this code, which is called RECONS-1, is 

only a data processing code capable of reconstructing LWR fuel assembly and 

reflector cross sections corresponding to user-specified state parameter values. 

In order to implement this code as a practical cross section reconstruction 

routine within a global reactor calculation^ system (or as stand-alone code), 

the user would have to add a depletion module (for which the logistics is 

already present). Furthermore, the microscopic cross sections produced by the 

reconstruction routines would have to be manipulated to produce the 

macroscopic cross sections and/or other parameters which the specific reactor 

calculational system might require. At present, a subroutine which simply 

mixes all materials is included to produce macroscopic nodal cross sections. 



In the next section the structure of RECONS-1 and the function of each 

subroutine are briefly discussed. This is followed by the details of the 

required format of the polynomial library, and in Section 4 the input data 

needed to run RECONS-1 as a stand-alone code is described. Section 5 

provides some guidelines for the implementation of RECONS-1 as a module of 

a calculational system. The last section considers further possible 

developments of the code. 

2 PROGRAM STRUCTURE 

The organization of RECONS-1 is depicted in the flow diagram below. The 

function of each subroutine is also indicated. It should be note* that the 

polynomial library is read into computer cere memory and that parameter 

ITRIG is adjusted upon the first call to MANAXS in order to skip the 

reading of the library in subsequent calls (which would happen if RECONS-1 

were a module of a calculational system). Attention should be drawn to the 

fact that the BURNER subroutine indicated in the flow diagram has not 

actually been included in RECONS-1. It is the reponsibility of the user to 

add a suitable depletion routine (complete information regarding the depletion 

chains is printed by OUTPRl). The second call to RECONC (as indicated) is 

IAIN Reads General Input Data and sets array addresses 

IVERS=1 FILOP 

INPAR 

Opens files for PC version 

Reads Nodewise Data 



I II 
IANAXS lanages the reconstruction procedure 

ILIB<0 

ITIIG<2 

-I LIBBCD Reads BCD Polynomial Library 

ILIB>0 
LIBBIN Reads Binary Polynomial Library 

0UTPR1 Prints Library information 

FLTEST Checks consistency of node types 

IFLAG<0 RECONR Reconstructs reflector xsections 

RECONC Reconstructs fuel xsections before burnup 

• REC01U 

REC0N2 

Reconstructs base fuel temp 

Reconstructs micro xsections 

REC0N3 Reconstructs macro xsections 

BURNER Performs isotopic depletion 



-J 1EC0NC I Reconstructs fuel xsections after burnup 

MIXING | Produces aixture nacroscopic xsections 

0UTPR2 

OUTFIL 

Prints reconstructed data 

Vrites mixture xsections to unit KFIL 

END OF RUN 

thus also not activated in the current code. The user should also ascertain 

whether this second call to RECONC is indeed necessary. The MIXING 

subroutine produces macroscopic cross sections for a single mixture per node 

and may be replaced by the user with a more suitable routine which would 

extract (or compute) such additional information as might be required for 

reactor calculations. Likewise, the OUTFIL subroutine, which simply writes 

the nodal mixture cross sections tó a specified file (on logical unit KFIL), may 

be replaced or tailored to the user's requirements. 

The subroutines RECONR and RECONC are the actual reconstruction 

routines. RECONR reconstructs reflector node cross sections as a function of 

ppm (parts per million) soluble boron in the water. The reflector cross 

sections are expected for one material only (i.e. macroscopic) and are assumed 

independent of any other state parameters. Thus the following formula is 

applied to each energy group and type of cross section (which, for reflector 

materials, includes only transport, absorption and scattering): 



E(pp«) = A0 + [Aj + A2x]x , ( í ) 

x = (pp» - pp>0)/pp«0 , (2) 

where ppmO is the base ppm used in the original polynomial library generation 

procedure. Similar quadratic expressions are used in RECONC, which 

reconstructs the isotopic and structural material cross sections for fuel nodes as 

a function of exposure, ppm, moderator density and fuel temperature: 

»(E,pp«,/>,T) = AQ(E) • [BjíE) + B2(E)x]x 

• [C^E) + C2(E)y]y + [D^E) + D2(E)z]z , (3) 

y E ) = a

0

 + t a i + a 2 £ ] E ' ( 4 ) 

• l W = b01 + [ b l l + b 21 E J E ' ( 5 ) 

B2(E) = b Q 2 • [ b 1 2 + b2 2E]E , (6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

x = (ppm - ppm0)/ppm0 , (11) 

y = (p-p0)/p0 , (12) 

z - (r - r0(E))/r0(E) , (13) 

where E is the exposure (in GWD/t), r is the square root of the effective 
n 

Doppler broadening fuel temperature (r in Kelvin), p is the moderator density 

(in g/cm ), and rO and pO are the respective base values used during the 

generation of the polynomial coefficients for a given assembly type. The 

square root of the base effective fuel temperature, that is rO, is permitted to 

C (E) = c01 + Ccll + C 2 1 E ^ E 

C2(E) = c 0 2 + [ c 1 2 + c 2 2E]E 

Dj(E) = d Q 1 + [ d n + d2 1E]E 

D 2(
E) = d02 + td12 + d 2 2 E ^ E 



be exposure-dependent and is computed (in RECONl) from 

*>(E) = r 0 + [rj + r2E]E . (14) 

It should be noted that the exposure range may consist of subranges to each 

of which another set of polynomial coefficients is assigned. RECONC will 

automatically identify the appropriate subrange and establish exactly where the 

relevant data is stored in computer memory. Different assembly types may 

also have different exposure ranges and a warning message is printed in case 

the upper exposure limit of any particular assembly type is exceeded. 

However, the code simply uses the polynomial coefficients in the subrange 

closest to the specified exposure for the cross section reconstruction. 

Furthermore, at present both the cross section data and rO are assumed to 

have identical exposure subranges. 

The coefficient AQ(E) in Eq. (3) represents the exposure-dependent cross 

section at base conditions (for the other state variables). The expression given 

by Eq. (3) is applied to the reconstruction of both microscopic and 

macroscopic cross sections, which include transport, capture, fission, scattering 

and nufission, in that order. Actually, Eq. (3) applies to macroscopic nufission 

cross sections only since microscopic nufission cross sections are obtained by 

multiplication of the reconstructed microscopic fission cross section and 

pretabulated nus. In the case of microscopic cross sections, the cross sections 

for all the isotopes/materials specified as microscopic on the polynomial library 

are computed (in RECON2). These usually include the isotopes for which 

explicit burnup chains are given on the library as well as soluble boron, water 

and in-core detector isotopes. The soluble boron and the water microscopic 

cross sections (for which number densities could for instance be defined as 

ppm*i and p) are typically used during reactor calculations to dynamically 



adjust the nodal macroscopic cross sections for the variations in ppm and p 

which result from criticality searches and thermal-hydraulic feedback. 

The macroscopic cross sections which are reconstructed (in RECON3) include 

those for the structural material which represents all those isotopes or 

materials that are not microscopically treated, as well as the so-called "macro 

deltas." Two types of macro deltas are permitted, namely those representing 

control rod insertion, and those representing burnable poison (BP) rod 

extraction. In each case the macro deltas consist of macroscopic cross sections 

for all types of reactions in all energy groups. These macro deltas are to be 

subtracted from the structural material cross sections ;n the event that either 

control rods are inserted into a given node or BP rods are extracted from a 

node. The user should be aware that if control macro deltas aie available on 

the library, then ihese macro deltas should already include the effects of the 

extraction of BPs for assembly types with removable BPs (which are loaded in 

control rod positions). 

The required corrections to the structural material cross sections are 

automatically performed in RECONC according to a user-specified indicator (a 

single indicator per node in the array IFLAG; see input data description). If 

the node indicator is not consistent with the type of data available for the 

node (e.g. if the rode indicator implies BP extraction but there are no BP 

macro deltas for the assembly type associated with the node), then a fatal 

error is detected and the xun aborted. 

Similar consistency checks are performed in FLTEST every time the library 

has been read (that is when ITRIG < 2). However, FLTEST also has 

another important function, namely to assign to each node the correct 

beginning of life (BOL) isotopic number densities and to insert these in the 
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correct positions in the nodal number density vector. Hov/ever, this is done only 

if the input parameter ITRIG = 0 (see input data description). 

As far as the final reconstructed cross sections for each material/isotope are 

concerned, they appear in exactly the same order in which their polynomial 

data is given on the library: a u v ..., <r t r G , <rcl, ..., * c G , <r f p .... <r fG, <rn, 

-' "Gl' - ' '12' •"' °G2> -•> •-' -' aG& uafV ••' "'fG' w h e r e 'GM 
implies scattering for group M to G. 

3 POLYNOMIAL LIBRARY FORMAT 

The library of quadratic polynomial coefficients to which this code applies 

consists of four records of general data which are universal to all the assembly 

types on the library, followed by two records per assembly type. Both a fixed 

format (BCD) and a binary format library can be utilized. The structure of 

the two types of libraries is identical with the exception of one record (the 

third record of the general data) which is split into two subrecords for the 

BCD case. The structure of the library is as follows: 

General Data 

Record 1: BCD format: 11(16,IX) 

NUMBER, NEG, N1D, N2D, MAR, ISOTOP, NISOE, NFSLR, NFPR, NDYCR, 

NCHAIN 

Record 2: BCD format: 5(1PE13.6,1X) 

FSLR(1 ->NFSLR), FPR(1->NFPR), DYCR(1->NDYCR), 

ALMDA(1->NDYCR), YFFP(l->NFSLR*NFPR), 

CHAIN(1->3*NCHAIN), AUX(1->3*IS0T0P) 
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Record 3 : BCD format (2 subrecords): t l (A6, lX); 

5(1PE13.6,1X) 

IDESC(1->IS0T0P), XNU(1->IS0T0P*NEG) 

Record 4: BCD format: 5(1PE13.6,1X) 

CHI(1->NEG) 

Assembly Type Speci f ic Data 

Record 1: BCD format: A6,1X,6(I6Í1X) 

ADESC, ITYPE, MICRO, MACRO, IPLEN, NGRENS, ISCAT 

Record 2: BCD format: 5(1PE13.6,1X) 

DENSO(1->1ICRO), BDY(1->NGRENS), PPMO, RHOMO, 

TAU0(l->3*NREG), XSEC(1->IPLEN*NREG) 

or 

PPMO, RHOMO, XSEC(l-MPLEN) 

The second record of the assembly-specific data can be one of two kinds, the 

first one being for fuel-type assemblies and the last one for reflector-type 

"assemblies." The actual BCD formats of the records are also indicated in the 

above. The meaning of the various parameters and arrays defined above is as 

follows: 

NUMBER = Number of a s s e m b l y t y p e s 

NEG = Number o f e n e r g y g r o u p s 

N1D = Maximum number o f 1-D c r o s s s e c t i o n t y p e s 

N2D = Number of 2-D cross sect ion types (matrices) 

NVAR = Number of state parameters other than exposure 
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IS0T0P = laximum number of microscopic materials/isotopes for any 
assembly type 

NISOE - Maximum number of burnable isotopes for any assembly type 
NFSLR = Number of fissionable isotopes (identical for all assembly 

types) 
NPPR = Number of fission product isotopes (identical for all 

assembly types) 
NDYCR = laximum number of decaying isotopes for any assembly type 
NCHAIN = laximum number of linear burnup chains for any assembly type 

FSLR(1->NFSLR) = The order numbers of the fissionable isotopes; 
the order number of an isotope (a real number) 
refers to the number of the isotope in the order 
in which the string of ISOTOP isotopes is given 
in IDESC(l->iSnTOP). 

FPR(1->NFPR) = The order numbers of the fission product 
isotopes 

DYCR(1->NDYCR) = The order numbers of the decaying isotopes 
ALlDA(l->NDYCR) = The decay constants of the decaying isotopes 
YFFP(1->NFSLR*NFPR) = The fission yields of each fission product per 

fissionable isotopes 
CHAIN(1->3*NCHAIN) = Burnup data consisting of 3 parameters per 

chain: source nuclide order number, product 
nuclide order number, and process number 
(process 1.0/2.0/8.0 = decay/capture/fission) 

AUX(1->3*IS0T0P) = Atomic weight, type of isotope, and fission 
energy yield for each isotope (type 1.0/2.0/3.0/ 
4.0/5.0 = fissile/fertile/actinide/fission 
product/other) 
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IDESC(l->IS0TOP) = CHARACTER isotope identifiers for all isotopes 

XNU(l->ISOT0P*NEG) = The isotopic nus (number of neutrons liberated 

per fission event in a given energy group) 

CHI(1->NEG) = Fission spectrum (energy distribution of fission 

neutrons) 

ADESC = CHARACTER assembly identifier 

ITYPE = Assembly type indicator (-2/-l/0/l=fuel with control and BP 

macro deltas/fuel vith control macro deltas/fuel without any 

macro deltas/reflector) 

MICRO = Number of microscopic materials/isotopes 

iICR0=0 for reflector types 

MACRO = Number of macroscopic materials (including macro deltas); 

MACR0=1 for reflector types 

IPLEN = Length of the string of cross section polynomial 

coefficients per exposure subrange (excluding the base fuel 

temperature coefficients). For reflector types there is 

effectively only one "exposure subrange." 

NGRENS = Number of exposure subrange boundaries (including minimum 

and maximum exposures). NGRENS=0 for reflector types. 

NREG = NGRENS-1. NREG=1 for reflector types. 

ISCAT = Upscattering indicator (not used) 

DENS0(1->MICR0) = Time-zero number densities of the microscopic 

materials 

BDY(l->NGRENS) = The exposure subrange boundary values (in GVD/t) 

TAU0(1->3*NREG) = Base fuel temperature polynomial coefficients 

given (see Eq. (14)) as NREG sets { ro» ri» r2^ 
(one set per exposure subrange) 
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XSEC(1->IPLEN*N1E6) 

PPIO = Base soluble boron concentration (in ppm) 

KHOIO = Base moderator density (in g/cm ) 

The order in which the cross section polynomials should be given is as follows: 

first for all energy groups of a given reaction ty~e, second for all reaction 

types (see the order noted at the end of Section 2) of a given material, then 

for all materials with the microscopic materials first, and finally for each 

exposure subrange. The reaction types differ for microscopic and macroscopic 

materials in the sense that microscopic materials have coefficients for transport, 

capture, fission and scattering, whereas macroscopic materials have coefficients 

for nufission as well. 

The fact that the number of isotopes (microscopic materials) may differ from 

assembly type to assembly type is specifically related to differing numbers of 

burnable and decaying isotopes, since some assembly types may contain 

burnable absorbers (integral or removable). All the rest of the microsopic 

materials, including the fissionable isotopes and fission products, should be 

identical. It is especially important to note that the first NTSOE-NDIF and 

the last MICRO-NISOE+NDIF isotopes are identical for all assembly types 

ÍNDIF=TSOTOP-MICRO) Finally, it should be emphasized that the binary 

polynomial library should be prepared in doable precision since RECONS-1 is 

written in double precision and does not currently make provision for 

converting single-precision data to double-precision. 

= Cross section polynomial coefficients given as 

N1EG*[IIC10*(4*NEG+NEG*NEG) + MACRO*(4*NEG+ 

NEG*NEG+NEG)] sets { a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , b 0 1 , b u , b 2 1 , 

b 0 2 ' b 1 2 , b 2 2 ' C 0 r C l l , C 2 1 ' c 0 2 ' c l 2 ' C 2 2 , d 0 1 , d i r d 2 1 ' 
d 02' d12 , d22^" 
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4 INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION 

The input data specifications for RECONS-l are listed below. All the data 
can be given in free format. 

1EC0ID 1: ITRIG = Type of processing to be done: 
=-2 => convert library from binary to BCD format on 

logical unit 10 
=-1 => convert library from BCD to binary format on 

logical unit 10 
= 0 => read library, reconstruct and use time-zero 

number densities for mixing 
= 1 => read library, reconstruct and use input 

number densities for mixing 
ILIB = Logical unit number of input polynomial library. 

If ILIB>0, a binary file is read. 
If ILIB<0, a fixed format BCD file is read. 

KFIL = Logical unit number of output cross section file. 
If KPIL=0, no output file is written. 
If KFIL>0, a binary file is written. 
If KFIL<0, a free format BCD file is written. 

NG = Number of energy groups (must be same as NE6 on 
library) 

NUCLID = Maximum number of isotopes for vhich cross sections 
are to be prepared (must be same as ISOTOP on 
library) 

NPNTS = Number of spatial nodes for which cross sections are 
to be prepared 
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N1IX = Number of mixtures for which cross sections are to be 
prepared 

UCOID 2: ASSE)i(I), I=1,NIIX : CHARACTER*6 assembly type names per 
mixture. (These names must correspond with those available on 
the library.) 

RECORD 3: IFLAG(K), K=1,NPNTS: Node status indicator; 
<0 => reflector node 
=0 => unperturbed fuel assembly 
=1 => fuel assembly with control rods 

inserted 
=2 => fuel assembly with burnable poison 

rods extracted 

RECORD 4: EXPO(K), K=1,NPNTS: Node exposures in GVD/t 

RECORD 5: VDENS(K), K=1,NPNTS: Node water densities in g/cm3 

RECORD 6: FTEIP(K), K=1,NPNTS: Node effective fuel temperatures in 
Kelvin 

RECORD 7: PPM = Global reactor soluble boron concentration in ppm 

RECORD 8: FLUX(J), J=1,NGNP: Node group fluxes (NGNP=NG*NPNTS) 

RECORD 9: DENST(L), L=1,NUCNP: Node isotopic number densities 
(NCCNP=NUCLID*NPNTS) 
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The user is here reminded that the effective fuel temperature should v that 

temperature which is used for Doppler broadening and not the ael 

temperature which is yielded directly by thermal-hydraulics codes. Some 

conversion of the physical to the effective fuel temperature is necessary to 

account for chemical binding effects etc. 

It is also very important for the user to ensure that fuel channels which have 

been placed in control rod positions do not contain removable BP rods since it 

would then be physically impossible to insert control in such channels In 

other words, if IFLAG=0 for any node of a channel in a control location, the 

user should check that the assembly type is not one with removable BPs 

(ITYPE=-2 on the library). Otherwise, if the user then specifies some nodes 

in such a channel to contain control rods (e.g. partial insertion of rods in a 

channel), the macroscopic structural cross sections for these nodes will be 

"illegally" adjusted with the control macro deltas (if they are available on the 

library). 

The group fluxes are not currently utilized in RECONS-1, but have been 

included for the convenience of the user who wishes to incorporate a burnup 

routine in RECONS-1. The number densities are read only if the input 

number densities are to be used for mixing (if ITRIG=1). The input number 

densities can also be used for depletion calculations once a burnup routine has 

been implemented. If KFIL^O, then the fission spectrum and the "mixed" 

macroscopic cross sections for each node are written (in OUTFIL) to logical 

unit KFIL. The fission spectrum is written as the first record followed by a 

single record of cross sections of length NPNTS*IXSL, where IXSL=NG*(4+ 

NG). The nodewise cross section is written in the same order as that 

described at the end of Section 2. 
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The use of RECONS-1 as a stand-alone code on a mainframe computer 

requires that the parameter IVERS be set to zero in the main program (in 

MAIN). To obtain a PC (80386 AT) version, the user has to set this 

parameter to unity. In this case (i.e. the PC version), the user must also 

specify a so-called install file with the generic name RECONS.INS, on which 

the file names of the printed output (logical unit NPRN=6), the input data 

file (logical unit INPF=5 containing the input specifications described above), 

the polynomial library (logical unit ILIB) and the output cross section file 

(logical unit KFIL), are given. These file names should be given as 

CHARACTER*32 names on consecutive records (in the exact order noted 

above) in the install file. The user is further cautioned that logical unit 10 is 

used for ihe conversion of the polynomial library from BCD to binary format 

or vice versa and that ILIB and KFIL cannot have this value. Furthermore, 

in the PC version the file associated with logical unit 10 is given a fixed file 

name: "LIB.BCD" if ITRIG=-2 or "LIB.BIN" if ITRIG=-1. 

5 IMPLEMENTATION OF RECONS-1 AS A MODULE OF A CODE SYSTEM 

While RECONS-1 can be used as a stand-alone code which can communicate 

with other codes via the different files mentioned in the previous section, it is 

much more efficient to implement RECONS-1 as an integral module of a code 

system communicating through parameter lists and memory resident arrays. 

To achieve this is quite a simple task, provided the user takes care *o 

maintain the array structures and dimensions as defined in MAIN. In this 

regard, four arrays are defined in the main program, namely a 

CHARACTER*6 array (CHAR) of dimension MEMCHA, an integer array 

(IIPOL) of dimension MEMII, a real array (XXPOL) of dimension MEMXX, 

and a temporary real array (HELP) of dimension MEMHL. These arrays are 

individually structured as follows: 
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Array CHAR(MEMCHA): 

MIX NU1BER+IS0T0P 

IASSE1 IADESC 

where the first part of the array is allocated to the NMIX assembly type 

names per mixture as input by the user, while the second part is used for the 

NUMBER of assembly names and the ISOTOP isotope names are read from 

the polynomial library. 

Array IIPÓL(MEMII): 

NPNTS NPNTS 

IIMAT IFLAG 

7*NUMBER 

IKPOL 

where the first part of the array i s allocated to the NPNTS node mixture 

numbers and the second part to the N P N T S node status indicators, while the 

last part is used for other data which is employed in the reconstruction of the 

cross sections (i.e. ITYPE, MICRO, MACRO, IPLEN, NGRENS, ISCAT and 

IADRES, where IADRES is the starting address of the polynomial data for a 

particular assembly type in the array XXPOL). 

Array XXPOL(MEMXX): • 

NPNTS NPNTS NPNTS NPNTS*NG N6 ME1XS 

IEXPO IVDENS IFTE1P IFLUX ICHI IXSEC IADND 
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NPNTS*IS0T0P IS0T0P*N6 LXP 

IADND IADND IADPX 

where the first four parts of the array are used for the node exposures, water 

densities, fuel temperatures and group fluxes. Then follows the fission 

spectrum (which is not mixture dependent), the nodal macroscopic (mixed) 

cross sections of length I V S L = N G * ( 4 + N G ) per node (thus, M E M X S = N P N T S * 

IXSL), the nuclide number densities in each node, the isotopic nus (which are 

energy group dependent), and finally the global burnup chain data and 

assembly type polynomial coefficient data. 

As far as the tempory HELP array is concerned, its size is currently the 

maximum of (ISOTOP+2)*IXSL (used in RECONC), ISOTOP*NUMBER 

(used in LIBBCD/LIBBIN and TESTFL) or ISOTOP*ïXSL (used in 

MIXING). 

It is important to note that all the addresses above are defined in the main 

program, but that not all the array sizes, and specifically those indicated at 

the end of each array, can be defined at that stage because they are 

dependent on information yet to be obtained from the data in the polynomial 

library. Thus, these parameters are only defined in MANAXS, which also 

performs automatic dimension checks. 

The substructure of the part of array XXPOL which contains the burnup 

chain data is of particular importance to the user who wants to incorporate a 

burnup routine in RECONS-1 . This part of XXPOL is received in MANAXS 

as array XPOL, the first portion of which is of size LEN1= N F S L R + N F P R + 

2*NDYCR+NFSLR*NFPR+3*NCHAIN+3*ISOTOP and which contains the 

burnup chain data in exactly the form of Record 2 of the general data on 
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the polynomial library. 

If the user utilizes the above information to preset the required array addresses 

and array sizes within the code from which RECONS-1 is to be called, then 

the functions of the main program of RECONS-1 (i.e. in MAIN) is effectively 

eliminated and only the subroutines from MANAXS onwards, as indicated in 

the flow diagram of Section 2, need to be retained. 

6 STATUS OF THE CODE 

In its present form, RECONS-1 can either be used as a stand-alone code or it 

can be implemented as an integral module of a reactor calculation^ package. 

This flexibility is due largely to the fact that the code was programmed in 

variable dimensions. Although the code has been written in double precision, 

it could easily be converted to single precision in order to save on computer 

memory requirements. 

Although RECONS-1 is designed specifically for PWR applications in which 

the soluble boron concentration is a state parameter, it can equally well be 

applied to light water moderated research reactors and boiling water reactors 

(BWRs) since zero-valued polynomial coefficients for the ppm can always be 

included in the library (i.e. with t>ni=bii=Ni =t )02~ki2 = ' ' )22 s :0 *° r * u el 

assemblies and with A.=A2=0 for reflectors). 

It is currently the user's task to implement a suitable depletion routine in 

RECONS-1 in order to obtain a complete cross section preparation system. 

Likewise, the user has to manipulate the reconstructed (fuel node) microscopic 

cross sections to produce any macroscopic and/or microscopic data required by 

the specific reactor calculational system for which RECONS-1 serves as cross 
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section processor. Such manipulation could be implemented quite easily by 

replacing MIXING with a customized routine. The implementation of such a 

routine together with a burnup routine, for example for PWR calculations, is 

being considered for future development of the code. 

Another possible development would be to make use of the fact that the 

upscattering elements of the scattering matrix can often be eliminated (e.g. see 

Ref. 8) so that either zero-valued coefficients or simply no coefficients need to 

be stored in the polynomial library for these elements. The parameter ISCAT 

currently indicates whether a particular assembly type has non-zero 

(ISCAT=0) or zero upscatter (ISCAT=l) polynomial coefficients, and this 

information could perhaps be used to skip the superfluous reconstruction of 

zero upscatter cross sections. Consideration is also being given to demanding 

that the polynomial library should not contain upscatter polynomial coefficients 

if ISCAT=1. 

Further extensions to the library format could also be considered. For 

instance, one might want reflector data to be dependent on water density as 

well, or for water temperature to be treated as a state parameter in addition 

to water density. 

All further developments of the code will lead to new versions, of which the 

present one is to be known as RECONS-1.0. RECONS-1.0 is currently being 

used as part of a chain of' codes consisting of WIMSD-4.1 (lattice depletion 

code), WEDRO-1.18 (post-processing code), POLX-1.01 0 (polynomial fitting 

code), LINX-1.0 (a code for merging different polynomial files and 

assembling the final polynomial library), and RECONS-1.0. 
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